Perfusion SPECT changes after acute and chronic vagus nerve stimulation in relation to prestimulus condition and long-term clinical efficacy.
Left-sided vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) is an efficacious treatment for patients with refractory epilepsy. Previous studies have implicated thalamic and mesial temporal involvement in acute stimulation. In this study, acute and chronic effects of VNS in patients with refractory complex partial seizures with or without secondary generalization (CPS +/- SG) were evaluated with respect to the prestimulus condition and long-term follow-up. Twenty-three patients (12 females, 11 males; mean age, 32.4 +/- 10.6 y; mean CPS +/- SG duration, 21.0 +/- 11.7 y) were prospectively included. All patients were considered unsuitable candidates for resective surgery because of nonlocalizing findings in the presurgical evaluation. All underwent a split-dose (99m)Tc-ethyl cysteinate dimer activation study before and immediately after their initial stimulation (0.25 or 0.5 mA, 30 Hz) on a high-resolution triple-head gamma camera. Ten patients also underwent a SPECT activation study 5.7 +/- 1.6 mo after implantation with an additional 0.25-mA stimulus superposed on a therapeutic intensity of 1.5 +/- 0.3 mA. Data were analyzed by an automated semiquantitative volume-of-interest analysis after stereotactic anatomic standardization. In the acute, initial setting, the left thalamus, right parahippocampal gyrus, and right hippocampus were deactivated by VNS (P < 0.011). Acute stimulation in the chronic state resulted in a significant left thalamic activation (P < 0.001). When chronic perfusion was compared with the initial pre-VNS baseline, perfusion decreases were found in both thalami (-5.3% on the left and -3.4% on the right, P < or = 0.04). Perfusion changes in chronic VNS correlated negatively with the prestimulus perfusion pattern, indicating the tendency toward decreased brain activity on VNS. Initial stimulation changes in the right amygdala in the group of 10 patients with chronic assessment were predictive of therapeutic response (P = 0.018); in addition, right chronic hippocampal perfusion changes correlated strongly with the long-term clinical efficacy of VNS (P = 0.004). Under initial and chronic conditions, acute VNS stimulation produces different perfusion changes that are related to the interictal perfusion pattern before stimulation. The long-term mechanism of clinically effective VNS may rely on mainly hippocampal/amygdala and thalamic inhibition. Acute amygdala and chronic hippocampal perfusion changes are predictive of long-term therapeutic response in specific patient subgroups.